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QUESTION 1

View the exhibits. 
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Your manager asks youto create a report that showsevery Staff Account and how manyopen incidentshave been
assignedto them.Which report definitionmeets this criteria? 

A. Exhibit A 

B. Exhibit B 

C. Exhibit C 

D. Exhibit D 

E. Exhibit E 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: Use inner join. 

 

QUESTION 2

Your customer has over a thousand answers in their knowledgebase. 
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The keyword search report shows that some end customers are searching, using a misspelled word returning zero
results. 

The client does not want to edit all the answers to fix this situation. 

Choose the option that will fix your customer\\'s issue. 

A. Add the misspelled words to a custom field. 

B. Add the misspelled words to the answer keyword. 

C. Add the misspelled words to the stop word list. 

D. Add the misspelled words to the alias file. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: There are two files in particular that are especially important when configuring and tuning your
knowledgebase, aliases.txt and exclude_answers.txt (aka stop words). 

Aliases.txt - Use the Aliases.txt file in the File Manager, wordlist files to create synonyms. 

Make sure you are using consistent terms in your Answers. 

Adding misspellings to the Aliases.txt works very well, and presents people with Answers even if they make an common
spelling error. it works very well. 

If you add a misspelling to the keywords box, it only applies to that one single answer. 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three actions must be performed in order to configure cloud Monitor? 

A. Add or update navigation sets to include the Cloud Monitor navigation button and component 

B. Add or update profiles to include-Cloud Monitor permissions. 

C. Add or update profiles to include permission to add themes and Clustering. 

D. Add or update staff accounts to use profiles that include Cloud Monitor permissions. 

E. Add or update a list of favorites. 

F. Set up a Cloud Monitor search schedule. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

Explanation: /Before you can monitor the social cloud to search for information related to your organization, you need to
configure your application to provide access to the RightNow Cloud Monitor. 

To provide access to the RightNow Cloud Monitor it is necessary to: 

*

 (A)Add cloud monitor to Navigation Sets 
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*

 (B)Add cloud monitor permission to Profiles 

 

QUESTION 4

Yourcustomerhas askedthat all incidents be "scanned"for wordsthat may revolvearoundproductdefects andinjuresso that
they canalerttheir risk management team of any possibleproduct issuesor liability. The customer accepts that 100% 

accuracyis not available, and acceptsthat they willbe false positivesand a margin for error. 

They have providedyou he followingwords to be "scanned": 

Mouth 

Jaw 

Cheek 

Jowl 

Chin 

Oral 

Palate 

The customer requiresthe following: 

Match whole wordsonly 

All validwordsmust be precededwith a space. 

All valid wordsmust be spelledcorrectly. 

All words must be directlyfollowed by a meta character in this list: 

, {comma} 

.{period} 

\\'{single quote} 

" {double quote} 

; {semi colon} 

: {colon} 

{space} 

! {exclamation point} 

? {question mark} 
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and {ampersand} 

You decide to use a regularexpressionto search for thesewords in all incoming emails. 

^mouth [, | . |\\'|"|;|:||!|?|and]|\ jaw[|,|.|`|"|:|!|and]|\ cheek[, | ` | ; | : | | ! | ? | and]|\ 

jowl [,|.|`|;||!|?|and] | \chin$[,|.|`|"|;||!|?|and] | \oral [ , | . | ` | " | : | | ? | and ] | \ pallate[,|.|`|"|:||!|? | and]| \ 

Identify the three words that will be correctly matched to this regular expression. 

A. Mouth 

B. Jaw 

C. Cheek 

D. Jowl 

E. Chin 

F. Oral 

G. Palate 

Correct Answer: BCD 

Incorrect: 

Not A: mouth will not match ^mouth 

Not E: chin will not match chin$ 

Not G: palate will not match pallate 

 

QUESTION 5

In a Customer Portal design session, the customer explains to you that they have multiple brands, and that they have
multiple websites to reflect these brands. 

After reviewing the sites with the customer, you notice that each of the sites contain the same layout and content, but
has different colors and branding, such as logos. 

Which option allows for a consistent layout and dynamic branding? 

A. Use a single theme across all Customer Portal pages, and implement templates dynamically. 

B. Do not use a template, and implement themes dynamically. 

C. Do not use a theme, and implement templates dynamically. 

D. Use a single template across all Customer Portal pages, and implement themes dynamically. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 6

Select the two statements that describe reasons why you would link products to categories. 

A. It simplifies reporting on answers and incidents products and categories 

B. It allows filtered product and category lists when creating answers 

C. It allows filtering of product and category menus on customer portal pages 

D. It allows filtering of product and category menus on incident workspaces 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: If your organization haslarge numbers of categories or dispositions, staff members and customers must
reviewlong lists of menu itemsto find appropriate options. 

You can simplify their choices withproduct linking. 

When products are linked to categories, only the linked categories are displayed when customers select productson the
customer portal or when staff members select products while working on incidents.When products are linked to 

dispositions, only the linked dispositions are displayed when agents select products for incidents. Product linking is a
powerful tool for enhancing efficiency for both staff members and customers. Product-category linking is independent of 

product-disposition linking, so you can enable one or the other or both. 

 

QUESTION 7

When using standard reports within the Analytics module there is a limit to what can be edited in each report. 

Select the two items that are editable on a standard report. 

A. Schedules 

B. Report Heading 

C. Non Selectable Filters 

D. Column Headings 

E. Graphs 

F. Permissions 

Correct Answer: AB 

Explanation: A: chooseEdit ReportDefinition 

In edit mode, on the Home tab, choose Scheduling. 

?Choose Add Schedule, and then change the format to HTML Email (Images/Charts sent in email) 

?Name the schedule, fill in your e-mail address, and set the recurrence to weekly. 
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?Save your report. 

 

QUESTION 8

You have created variables for your customer address to be used throughout their system 

What three pieces of functionality will allow the use of these variables? 

A. Answers 

B. Incidents 

C. Incident Rules 

D. Standard text 

E. Workflow 

F. Agent Scripting 

Correct Answer: ACF 

Explanation: A: You can usevariables when authoring answers 

C:A variable is a piece of data with a value that can change during rules processing. You define what its default, or
starting, value should be. Then, based on conditions you specify, the variable can be modified by rule actions. You can
also use the value of a variable as a condition of a rule. The value of the variable is temporary, existing only during the
particular rules processing session. When rules processing is started the next time, the variable\\'s value is reset to the
default value. 

 

QUESTION 9

Your customer wouldlike you toalter the createaccount page. 

They would like you to changethe followingItems: 
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Custom fields: (display only these two fields) Contacts.free_trial (Not Required) Contacts.contact_okay (Not required) 

Standard fields: Contact.email_alt1(Required) Contacts.email_alt2(Not required) Contacts.ph_mobile(Not required)
Contacts.ph_home(Required) Name (Not required) 

Identify the option thatcorrectlyreflects the changesrequested by the customer. 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: contacts.email_alt1 OK. 

contacts.email_alt2 OK. 

Contacts.contact_okay OK. 

Etc. 

Incorrect: 

Not A:Contacts.contact_okaynot specified. 

Not B:contacts.email_alt1, contacts.email_alt2 not specified. 

Not D:Contacts.contact_okaynot specified. 

 

QUESTION 10

Your customer is going to have three brand-related incident queues. 

They need to do an order routing of incidents created through an email channel to different queues. 

Identify the correct options to configure your routing rules for initial routing. 

A. Create a rule to route to each brand queue from the corresponding service mailbox in the "progress" state. 

B. Create a rule where if a subject contains the brand name, it should be routed to a brand queue. 

C. Create a rule to route to each brand queue from the corresponding service mailbox in the "initial" state. 

D. Create a rule where the sender\\'s domain = a branch, route the incident to the matching brand. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Identify the four guidelines that are relevant with regard to web accessibility. 

A. Support increased text sizes. 

B. Ensure color alone is not used to convey content. 

C. Avoid background sound. 
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D. Ensure no underlined content exists. 

E. Provide multiple methods for finding content. 

F. Ensure all alternate text is unused. 

Correct Answer: ABCE 

 

QUESTION 12

You are updating the "Salesman" profile in a site where a new custom object has been created called CO.Salesman. 

Your customer has requested their salesman to update record in this custom object. 

What two settings in the "Salesmen" profile have to be updated to allow them access? 

A. Contacts Tab: Select the Edit check box for Sales. 

B. Custom Objects Tab: select the Read check box for package Name "CO" and object Name "Salesman". 

C. Service Tab: select the Add/Edit check box for incidents. 

D. Custom Objects Tab: select the update check box for package Name "CO" and object name "Salesmen" 

E. Add a workspace for the Salesmen custom object. 

F. Sales Tab: select the Edit check box opportunities. 

G. Update the workspace for Opportunities. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 13

Your customer would like to havethe defaultsearch report (Answers?omplexExpression Search Default)on their
customer portal page alteredwith the following requirements. 

They want the New and Update tagsto be displayedfor only 7 days. They want to displaythe Answer\\'sscore. 

Identify the two options that will enable you to complete the requirements. 

A. Delete the exceptions for New and Updated. 

B. Unhide the computed score (solved) column. 

C. Change the variables for $new and $updated. 

D. Update the configuration settings of ANS_NEW_INC_DURATION and ANS_UPD_INC_DURATION. 

E. Insert the score (solved count) columns. 

Correct Answer: DE 
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D:Specify how long an answer is displayed as new. ANS_NEW_INC_DURATION Specify how long an answer is
displayed as updated. ANS_UPD_INC_DURATION 

E: 

*Both long-term and short-term solved counts are used to calculate the score. 

*Score--A calculated value that ranks the order of displayed answers. An answer\\'s score is determined by its solved
count and any display position that was set when the answer was added or updated. 

 

QUESTION 14

Which incident field is designed to be used by your customer to standardize tracking of how incidents are resolved? 

A. Response Message 

B. SLA Instance 

C. Severity 

D. Disposition 

E. Source 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: When you add an incident, you create a record of both the customer\\'s question and your response, which
can helpyour organization track how the incident is resolved. 

 

QUESTION 15

Your customer is using standard statuses, status types, and the standard agent "My Inbox" report. Which two
incidentstatus types will show up in the agent\\'s "My Inbox" report? 

A. Solved 

B. Unresolved 

C. Waiting 

D. Updated 

Correct Answer: BD 

Explanation: See figure below. Figure: My Inbox Report 
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Note: 

*Inbox--An agent\\'s personal queue consisting ofall the incidents that have been assigned to theagent. 

*Incidents can have one of the four default incident statuses, or they may have a custom status 

defined by your RightNow administrator. The default statuses are Unresolved, Solved, Updated, and Waiting. 

* Info: 

Click this button to see details about the incident, including when it was created and last updated, the date when the
initial response was due, the date of the initial response, the date of the last response, the closed date, the staff
member 

who created it, and the incident ID. If the incident is in a rules state or has an escalation level, that information also
appears. 
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